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ABOUT THE
COMPANY
kate spade new york is an American

luxury fashion brand founded in 1993

by Kate and Andy Spade. In 2017, the company

was purchased by, and is now part of, Tapestry,

Inc. The company features product lines in

women's handbags, clothing, fragrances, shoes,

small accessories, and home items. 

 

Today, the brand has over 315 retail shops and

outlet stores across the world. kate spade new

york products are known for having crisp colors,

graphic prints, and playful sophistication

AUDIT

Brand Voice
Using the brand words in the upper righthand

corner, kate spade new york works to inspire women

to stand out in a sophisticated, yet bold way. To

match their products, most copy included in posts

contains appealing, short phrases that create a

carefree vibe for their audience. As of late, kate

spade new york has also included their support for

mental illness treatment in support of their founder.

Target Audience
The kate spade new york target is "culturally

curious, participates in life to the fullest, writes her

own story, and likes to stand out in the crowd." The 

company targets white female millennials,

specificialy women between the ages of 25-35. Due

to their pricing, they target middle to upper class

individuals. They target these women as influencers

and those that other women wish to be. The brand

wants to be seen as both sophisticated, but unique. 

Current Social Media
Strategy
Kate spade new york has an active presence on

Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. Facebook is used

to inform customers on upcoming sales concerning

specific products while Instagram content includes

more appealing pictures of products shown by

models. Twitter often receives the same content as

Instagram with periodical quotes representing the

brand voice. When the brand would like to post

announcements, such as CSR efforts, they post

duplicate images across all platforms. The brand

posts on both Facebook and Instagram once daily

and posts unique content on Twitter once every two

days. The brand's greatest strength is remaining very

consistent through all posts, but there is nothing to

distrnguish between ads and organic content. 

Engagement
Facebook: Relatively low engagement considering

they have 3.6 million likes. This is because posts are

more focused on driving customers to the website

rather than engaging conversation. There is an

equal balance of sarcastic comments and

comments praising the products. 

Instagram: This platform has the best engagement

rates of all platforms the brand pursues. With 2.6

million followers, each post receives an average of

10,000 likes and over 100 comments. The range of

comments is significantly positive in terms of

praising the products. 

Twitter: This platform has the lowest engagement

matching the current effort the brand puts in

maintaining their Twitter account. Each tweet

receives an average of 10 retweets and 40 likes. 
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While maintaining brand consistency, the upcoming strategy will encourage engagement between

consumers and the brand. All style ads will help the target audience identify and aspire to be what is

pictured in all social media posts. Each post will have an easily clickable call to action in order to

continue to encourage traffic to the website. Posts will continue to be cohesive, but have different

content across the three major platforms: Facebook, Instagram, and 

 

Facebook will continue to be used for informational purposes, but include more interactive ways of

showing off the products, such as showing a celebrity wearing a Kate Spade item while nodding to

how the item is currently on sale on the website. Brand words will be incorporated to give the product

a legitimate association with the brand. 

 

 Instagram, as it already has high engagement, will be able to channel their followers into increasing

engagement through various campaigns, such as a "She Leaves a Little Sparkle Wherever She Goes"

campaign where followers are encouraged to tag @katespadeny in their posts where they are able to

show their sparkle. Throughout the campaign, different influencers will be posted and praised for their

"Sparkle." Style ads will still be critical to this platform, but use brand words. 

Success
Through Key
Performance
Indicators

The purpose of this revamping of kate spade new york's  social media strategy is

to increase engagement while maintaining high levels of brand consistency. The

success of the campaign will be determined through the following indicators:

Twitter: Twitter will be used for relatable

phrases to encourage engagement rather

than mimicking content from Instagram

and Facebook. Short, humorous, yet

sophisticated phrases coined by the brand

will be used. A product will often be

associated with the phrase in order to drive

sales. This platform will encourage the

charming and playful aspects of the brand.

Applause Rate: 

Clicks: 

Brand Mentions: 

Increase link click-through rate on Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter

by 4% before September 2nd, 2019

Increase brand mentions on Instagram by 13% and on

Twitter by 15% before September 2nd, 2019.

Increase like to follower ratio by 22% on Facebook, 24%

on Twitter, and 9% on Instagram before September 2nd,

2019. 
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